
what is an 

experience?
an event or occurrence which leaves an impression on someone

practical contact with and observation of facts or events

a feeling (an emotion or sensation)

encounter or undergo (an event or occurrence)

something personally encountered, undergone, or lived through
the act or process of directly perceiving events or reality

noun. (n)

THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY
    ...experiences are a distinct economic offerings, as different from 
services as services are from goods. Today, we can identify and 
describe this fourth economic offering because consumers 
unquestionably desire experiences, and more and more businesses 
are responding by explicitly designing and promoting them.
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experience

ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment is important as it brings people together and is a 
good way for the entire family to bond. It diverts people’s attention 
from their demanding lives and amuses them in their leisure time. 
Usually, entertainment is fun, enjoyable and pleasurable.

For the latest and greatest in personal technology, everybody looks to 
Apple. They lead the pack in creating innovative, user-friendly computing 
products. And the company takes the same innovative, forward-looking 
approach to retail. It transforms its products into experiences and delivers 
those product experiences through a new kind of retailing model that 
elevates the Apple Stores from a place to buy things into a destination to 
have meaningful, important experiences. 

They are successful because THEY:
 Become a place to learn: “Today at Apple” series of educational  
 seminars to be offered at their stores is aimed at helping its   
 customers learn how to use its technology, but much more impor 
 tantly, it also exposes them to new experiences in music, art, design  
 and photography, broadening their perspectives and delivering in 
 formation from subject-matter experts educating and informing  
 them, not shilling Apple products.

 Becomes a place to gather: Consider their stores as “Town   
 Squares,” places where people can come together, learn and experi 
 ence, as well as places to buy product. An example of creating this  
 environment could be adding trees in the store and renaming the  
 genius bar, genius grove.  

 Becomes a place to serve: Apple adapted its own steps of service,  
 creating an acronym that appropriately spells A-P-P-L-E:

noun. (n)

(A) Approach customers with a personalized warm welcome, (P) 
Probe politely to understand customers’ needs, (P) Present a solution 
for the customer to take home today, (L) Listen for and resolve any 
issues or concerns, End with a fond farewell and an invitation to 
return.
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experience

retail

The sale of goods to ultimate consumers, usually in small quantities 
(opposed to wholesale).

A new consumer paradigm.
The retail experience should be one that feels less like a path to purchase 
and more like a first date that went really well. 
It means every digital tactic must be executed in the pursuit of getting to 
know the consumer, so that every message intrigues her, appreciates her, 
and continues to draw her into a personalized brand experience—because 
in the “future of retail,” it is all about the consumer. Consumers make the 
rules and now have total access to whatever, wherever and whenever they 
want it. 

Socials is the new goal.
The experience needs to go beyond simply merging physical and digital 
platforms. It needs to be integrated at a personal level with the needs, 
wants, and lifestyle of each individual consumer. Brands need to develop 
positive relationships that can lead to transactions. Engaging experiences 
help build relationships, and relationships lead to more and better 
transactions.

Consumers want engaging and rewarding experiences. By embracing this 
“want” we have an opportunity to build stronger and more meaningful 
relationships. Those who feel an emotional connection to a retailer are 
4x more likely to shop with them—the greater the emotional connection, 
the stronger the relationship, and the higher the earnings. No longer must 
consumers accept a sub-par shopping experience. 

Retail Study:  Sephora
Sephora’s Beauty Insider program makes it fun and easy to purchase 
make-up and learn expert applications and techniques. The brand uses 
Kat Von D. as a spokesperson to connect with make-up enthusiasts 
about the latest trends and how to achieve them. And the “VIB” club 
offers videos, coupons, tips, and membership perks to help Sephora build 
a lasting and valuable relationship with customers. Sephora has built a 
community of engaged members by investing in relationships.

noun. 



experience

culinary

Fine-dining caters to an upscale clientele and provides the highest 
quality of food. A fine-dining restaurant has a formal atmosphere, is 
almost always a sit down restaurant, and has a fancier menu than 
most restaurants.
 
Komodo boasts of indoor and outdoor eating where patrons can 
enjoy the best of contemporary Southeast Asian cuisine among 
this multi-level restaurant and lounge. The 300-seat restaurant and 
lounge offers several unique multi-level dining options. Designed 
with signature outdoor floating “birds’ nests” seating, which create a 
playful treehouse feel perfect for any occasion.

Appetizing tastes and presentation
Freshly cooked food 
variety of options 

smell

Taste

SOUND

SIGHT

TOUCH

Great location
Clean environments
Beautiful Decor and ambience 
Descriptive menu WITH Reasonable prices

Baby Boomers
Influenced by free time, finances and children they usually dine at 
the traditional restaurants that sell comfort food. eats out at more 
full-service restaurant than any other

Generation X
These individuals do not worry about menu price as they have a 
generally high household income with steady jobs. They also prefer 
restaurants that promote authenticity and upscale items.

Millennials
These tend to dine out for the experience rather than the food. To 
Millennials, restaurants serve as a social setting more than any-
thing else. They flock to restaurants that offer something unique or 
authentic and serve food boasting natural and fresh labels.  

Generation Z
Enjoy restaurants that provide natural, unprocessed, or sustainable 
food. This is the digital generation, as they love online ordering and 
digital marketing.

Fragrant dining space
FRAGRANT foods

Hospitable 
Knowledgeable staff 
LOW AMBIENT music

comfortable seating
GOOD CIRCULATION

TOUCH



experience

recreational

Sport experiences increase the quality of our life. They offer 
adrenaline, risks, and pleasure. There are a lot of outside sport 
activities but also lot of indoor ones. The intent to bring outside 
activities in an interior space has created many memorable 
experiences. The idea is to try to give a different indoor experience 
for the people that can’t do it outside because lot of people come 
from a country that doesn’t have the spaces for this activities.

SKI EXPERIENCE: The most popular of all the winter sports, Skiing 
provides enjoyment and excitement for all ages. Unforgettable 
experiences while gliding through fresh snow all year round and Ski 
Dubai!
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FLY EXPERIENCE: Fly Experience is an innovative space within which 
you find the flying chamber: a cylinder of transparent glass with a 
diameter of 4.30 meters for 12 of height where four engines, of the 
total power of 500 kw

Very high-speed airflow allows “Float” sensations. All inclusive: from 
the child of 4 years up, it is an experience for everyone who does not 
it requires a physical preparation and does not involve any risk for 
those who try it.

SKI SCHOOL
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CLIMBING EXPERIENCE: Provides outstanding instruction, hosting fun 
events, and fostering a warm, welcoming environment. Experiences 
to help you reach the next level in your climbing progression to 
enjoy climbing to the fullest.

Range of climbing instruction from the basics of rope skills and 
climbing technique to advanced climbing training and technical 
skills for the outdoors. Knowledgeable, experienced, friendly, and 
professional instructors.


